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a bit deja vu with the false flag operation? (deja vu is seeing something, hearing something or feeling something that is close but then once is departs from the original event.) and note how you are still telling us what our feelings should be when in fact all we get from you is dry assertions and deflecting activity. (cockatoo - i can keep telling people what to do, but it is not going to make it happen. i have to do something to accomplish it.) and if the admins of the nice are not familiar with the enigma machine, it was
designed by us and britain in world war 2 to get around german naval enigma codes by transmitting through 2 shifts per hour, which makes cracking much easier, despite the fact its the uk and us version that was cracked. the hvdc line from the nordic countries to the south is an interesting one, because of the need for voltage stabilisation across the lines. this is where the power gradients are smoothed out as voltage and frequency, necessary to run the massive power transformers that a. help the lines to withstand

the high voltages and b. reduce losses, are much easier to manage if you have a stable and slightly off frequency so the converters don't have to deal with that. yes indeed, the germans had a vast electrical grid and ran it from the west to the east, but also used hvdc over the same ocean water. this could explain the additional wires that ran the same route as hvdc over the same water, with no hvdc, instead of the usual 45 degree lines that we use in our powerlines. one of the reasons why the us is loosing their
technological advantage is that the dod can not find bugs at a rate that the private sector can, which is why they make the most effective the first to market with insecure stuff. though its hard to catch bugs in the private sector, because their software is usually written without any bugs, while the public sector do.
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